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Abstract—We propose a robust normal estimation method for both point clouds and meshes using a low rank matrix approximation
algorithm. First, we compute a local isotropic structure for each point and find its similar, non-local structures that we organize into a
matrix. We then show that a low rank matrix approximation algorithm can robustly estimate normals for both point clouds and meshes.
Furthermore, we provide a new filtering method for point cloud data to smooth the position data to fit the estimated normals. We show
the applications of our method to point cloud filtering, point set upsampling, surface reconstruction, mesh denoising, and geometric
texture removal. Our experiments show that our method generally achieves better results than existing methods.
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I NTRODUCTION

F

ILTERING in 2D data like images is prevalent nowadays
[1], [2], [3], [4], and 3D geometry (e.g., point clouds,
meshes) filtering and processing has recently attracted more
and more attention in 3D vision [5], [6], [7]. Normal estimation for point cloud models or mesh shapes is important
since it is often the first step in a geometry processing
pipeline. This estimation is often followed by a filtering
process to update the position data and remove noise [8].
A variety of computer graphics applications, such as point
cloud filtering [9], [10], [11], point set upsampling [12], surface reconstruction [13], mesh denoising [8], [14], [15] and
geometric texture removal [16] rely heavily on the quality of
estimated normals and subsequent filtering of position data.
Current state of the art techniques in mesh denoising [8],
[14], [15] and geometric texture removal [16] can achieve
impressive results. However, these methods are still limited
in their ability to recover sharp edges in challenging regions.
Normal estimation for point clouds has been an active area
of research in recent years [12], [17], [18]. However, these
methods perform suboptimally when estimating normals in
noisy point clouds. Specifically, [17], [18] are less robust in
the presence of considerable noise. The bilateral filter can
preserve geometric features but sometimes may fail due to
the locality of its computations and lack of self-adaption of
parameters.
Updating point positions using the estimated normals in
point clouds has received sparse treatment so far [9], [10].
However, those position update approaches using the L0
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or L1 norms are complex to solve and hard to implement.
Moreover, they restrict each point to only move along its
normal orientation potentially leading to suboptimal results
or slow convergence.
To address the issues shown above, we propose a new
normal estimation method for both meshes and point clouds
and a new position update algorithm for point clouds. Our
method benefits various geometry processing applications,
directly or indirectly, such as point cloud filtering, point set
upsampling, surface reconstruction, mesh denoising, and
geometric texture removal (Figure 1). Given a point cloud
or mesh as input, our method first estimates point or face
normals, then updates the positions of points or vertices
using the estimated normals. We observe that: (1) non-local
methods could be more accurate than local techniques; (2)
there usually exist similar structures of each local isotropic
structure (Section 3.1) in geometry shapes; (3) the matrix
constructed by similar structures should be low-rank (Section 3.2). Motivated by these observations, we propose a
novel normal estimation technique which consists of two
sub-steps: (i) non-local similar structures location and (ii)
weighted nuclear norm minimization. We adopt the former
to find similar structures of each local isotropic structure. We
employ the latter [3] to handle the problem of recovering
low-rank matrices. We also present a fast and effective
point update algorithm for point clouds to filter the point
positions to better match the estimated normals. Extensive
experiments and comparisons show that our method generally outperforms current methods.
The main contributions of this paper are:
•
•
•

a novel normal estimation technique for both point
cloud shapes and mesh models;
a new position update algorithm for point cloud
data;
analysis of the convergence of the proposed normal
estimation technique and point update algorithm,
experimentally or theoretically.
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Fig. 1. Overview of our approach and its benefited applications. Our
method can be applied to various geometry processing tasks directly or
indirectly.
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R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we only review the research works that are
most related to this work. We first review the previous research on normal estimation. Then we review some previous
works which employed the nuclear norm minimization or
its weighted version.
2.1

Normal Estimation

Normal estimation for geometric shapes can be classified
into two types: (1) normal estimation for point clouds, and
(2) normal estimation for mesh shapes.
Normal estimation for point clouds. Hoppe et al. [19]
estimated normals by computing the tangent plane at each
data point using principal component analysis (PCA) of the
local neighborhood. Later, a variety of variants of PCA have
been proposed [20], [21], [22], [23], [24] to estimate normals.
Nevertheless, the normals estimated by these techniques
tend to smear sharp features. Researchers also estimate
normals using Voronoi cells or Voronoi-PCA [25], [26]. Minimizing the L1 or L0 norm can preserve sharp features
as these norms can be used to measure sparsity in the
derivative of the normal field [9], [10]. Yet, the solutions are
complex and computationally expensive. Li et al. [27] estimated normals by using robust statistics to detect the best
local tangent plane for each point. Another set of techniques
attempted to better estimate normals near edges and corners
by point clustering in a neighborhood [28], [29]. Later they
presented a pair consistency voting scheme which outputs
multiple normals per feature point [30]. Boulch and Marlet
[17] use a robust randomized Hough transform to estimate
point normals. Convolutional neural networks have recently
been applied to estimate normals in point clouds [18]. Such
estimation methods are usually less robust for point clouds
with considerable amount of noise. Bilateral smoothing of
PCA normals [12], [13] is simple and effective, but it suffers
from inaccuracy due to the locality of its computations and
may blur edges with small dihedral angles. Mattei et al.
[31] presented a moving RPCA method for point cloud
denoising, based on the inspiration of sparsity. They modeled the RPCA problem in a local sense by specifying the
output rank of 2, rather than considering similar structures.
The computed normals are only used to compute similarity
weights.
Normal estimation for mesh shapes. Most methods
focus on the estimation of face normals in mesh shapes.
One simple, direct way is to compute the face normals by
the cross product of two edges in a triangle face. However,
such normals can deviate from the true normals significantly
even in the presence of small position noise. There exist
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a considerable amount of research work to smooth these
face normals. One approach uses the bilateral filter [14],
[32], [33], inspired by the founding works [34], [35]. Mean,
median and alpha-trimming methods [36], [37], [38] are also
used to estimate face normals. Sun et al. [8], [39] present
two different methods to filter face normals. Recently, researchers have presented filtering methods [15], [40], [41],
[42], [43] based on mean shift, total variation, guided normals, L1 median, and normal voting tensor. Wang et al. [44]
estimated face normals via cascaded normal regression.
2.2 Nonlocal Methods for Point Clouds and Nuclear
Norm Minimization
Previous researchers proposed non-local methods for point
clouds. For example, Zheng et al. [45] applied non-local
filtering to 3D buildings that exhibit large scale repetitions
and self-similarities. Digne presented a non-local denoising
framework to unorganized point clouds by building an
intrinsic descriptor [46], and recently proposed a shape
analysis approach with colleagues based on the non-local
analysis of local shape variations [47].
The nuclear norm of a matrix is defined as the sum of the
absolute values of its singular values (see Eq. (4)). It has been
proved that most low-rank matrices can be recovered by
minimizing their nuclear norm [48]. Cai et al. [49] provided
a simple solution to the low-rank matrix approximation
problem by minimizing the nuclear norm. The nuclear norm
minimization has been broadly employed to matrix completion [48], [49], robust principle component analysis [50],
low-rank representation for subspace clustering [51] and
low-rank textures [52]. Gu et al. [3], [4] presented a weighted
version of the nuclear norm minimization, which has been
adopted to image processing applications such as image
denoising, background subtraction and image inpainting.

3

N ORMAL E STIMATION

In this section, we take point clouds, consisting of positions
as well as normals, as input and further extend to meshes
later. As with [10], [11], [12], the normals are initialized by
the classical PCA method [19], which is robust and easy
to use (we use the implementation in [12]). First of all,
we present an algorithm to locate and construct non-local
similar structures for each local isotropic structure of a point
(Section 3.1). We then describe how to estimate normals via
weighted nuclear norm minimization on non-local similar
structures (Section 3.2).
3.1

Non-local Similar Structures

Local structure. We define each point pi has a local structure Si which consists of klocal nearest neighbors. Locating
structures similar to a specific local structure is difficult due
to the irregularity of points.
Tensor voting. We assume each local structure embeds a
representative normal. To do so, we first define the tensor at
a point pi as

Tij = η(kpi − pj k)φ(θij , σθ )nTj nj ,

(1)

where pj (1 × 3 vector) is one of the klocal nearest neighbors
of pi , which we denote as j ∈ Si , and nj (1 × 3 vector)
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two normals and θth is the angle threshold. Specifically, to
obtain Siiso , we
•
•

compute the angles θ between each point normal and
the representative normal within a local structure Si ;
add the current point to Siiso if φ(θ, θth ) ≥
1−cos(θ

e

(a) Local structure (b) Local
structure

isotropic (c) Similar structures

Fig. 2. (a) The local structures (green points) of the centered red points,
respectively. (b) The local isotropic structures (green) of the corresponding red points. (c) The similar local isotropic structures of the consistent
local isotropic structures denoted by the red points. Each blue or cyan
point denotes its isotropic structure.

is the normal of pj . η and φ are the weights induced
by spatial distances and angles (θij ) of two neighboring
normals, which are given by [12], [14]: η(x) = e

−( σxp )2

,

1−cos(θ) 2
−( 1−cos(σ
)
θ)

φ(θ, σθ ) = e
. σp and σθ are the scaling parameters, which are empirically set to two times the maximal
distance between any two points in the klocal nearest neighbors within the local structure and 30◦ , respectively.
For each local structure Si , we can derive the accumulated tensor by aggregating all the induced tensor votes
{Tij |j ∈ Si }. This final tensor encodes the local structure,
which provides a reliable, representative normal that will be
later used to compute the local isotropic structure and locate
similar structures.
Ti =

X
j∈Si

Tij

)

−( 1−cos(θth ) )2
th

(i.e., φ(θ, θth ) ≥ e−1 ).

For simplicity, we will call “similar local isotropic structures” as “similar structures” throughout the paper, unless
otherwise stated (e.g., Figure 6). Given an isotropic structure
Siiso , we identify its non-local similar structures by computing φ(θ, θth ) between the representative normal of each
structure and that of Si . If φ(θ, θth ) ≥ e−1 (we use the same
θth for simplicity), we define the two isotropic structures
to be similar. The underlying rationale of our similarity
search is: the point normals in a local isotropic structure
are bounded by the representative normal, indicating these
points are on the same isotropic surface; the similar structures search is also bounded by the representative normals,
implying the similar structures are on the similar isotropic
surfaces. These similar structures will often overlap on the
same isotropic surface as shown in Figure 2. In the figure, we
show the local structure (a), the local isotropic structure (b),
and the similar structures (c). Each representative normal
is computed based on its entire neighbors with different
weights respect to the current point (Eq. (1) and (2)). It
indicates that the representative normal is isotropic with the
current point normal, and there is no need to iteratively
refine the representative normal by using the local isotropic
neighbors. Note that the non-local similar structures are
searched in the context of isotropic surfaces rather than
anisotropic surfaces (see more analysis in Rotation-invariant
similarity of Section 5.1).

(2)

Let λi1 ≥ λi2 ≥ λi3 be the eigenvalues of Ti with the
corresponding eigenvectors ei1 , ei2 and ei3 . In tensor voting
[53], λi1 − λi2 indicates surface saliency with a normal direction ei1 ; λi2 − λi3 indicates curve saliency with a tangent
orientation ei3 ; λi3 denotes junction saliency. Therefore, we
take ei1 as the representative normal for the local structure
Si of point pi .
Local isotropic structure. We assume that each local
structure has a subset of points that are on the same isotropic
surface with the representative normal. We call this subset
of points the local isotropic structure. Surface patches with
small variation in its dihedral angles are usually considered
isotropic (Figure 2(b)) surfaces. To obtain a local isotropic
structure Siiso from a local structure Si and locate similar
local isotropic structures for Siiso , we present a simple yet
effective scheme. Here we also employ the defined function
φ(θ, σθ ) in Eq. (1), with setting σθ to θth . θ is the angle of

(a) without reshaping

(b) with reshaping

Fig. 3. A normal estimation comparison without or with matrix reshaping.

3.2

Weighted Nuclear Norm Minimization

For each non-local similar structure Sliso for the isotropic
structure Siiso associated with the point pi , we append the
point normals of Sliso as rows to a matrix M. Note that the
dimensions of this matrix are r̂ ×3, where r̂ is the number of
rows and 3 is the number of columns. This matrix already
has a maximal rank of 3 and is a low rank matrix. Therefore,
the low rank matrix approximation from rank 3 or 2 to rank
2 or 1 is less meaningful than from a high rank to a low
rank, in terms of “smoothing”. To make the low rank matrix
approximation more meaningful, we reshape the matrix M
to be close to a square matrix. Figure 3 illustrates a normal
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estimation comparison without and with matrix reshaping,
and shows that the initial r̂ × 3 matrix M requires reshaping
to obtain more effective smoothing results. It also shows that
the reconstruction error between the initially reshaped matrix and the low rank optimized matrix is typically greater
than the error computed without reshaping, which further
validates a more effective smoothing of reshaping. As such,
it is necessary for reshaping M.
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(3)
We do so by finding dimensions r and c of a new matrix
Z0 where r̂ × 3 = r × c and we minimize |r − c|. Given
that the structure in M is isotropic, removing one or more
points does not affect this structure significantly. Therefore,
we first find r and c to minimize kr−ck (r ≥ c) and measure
if |r − c| ≥ 6 and c = 3 are both satisfied, where 6 is an
empirical value and c = 3 tests if the reshaping failed. If
so, we remove a point normal from M and solve for r and
c again. We repeat such a process until the conditions are
not satisfied (r is not required to be a multiple of 3). Then
we simply copy the column entries in M to Z0 filling each
column of Z0 before continuing to the next column.
We take the size 8 × 3 for M as a simple example, and
the reshaping process is illustrated in Eq. (3). The reshaped
matrix Z0 has a size of 6 × 4 and a higher rank than M
in general. It is known that the rank of a matrix is the
number of linearly independent columns. Intuitively, the
resulting matrix Z0 should be low rank since all normals
come from similar isotropic structures and each point may
involve multiple normals, and the x, y and z values are respectively gathered in columns. In Z0 , most columns consist
of coordinates from a single dimension (only x coordinates,
for example). There are at most two columns involving
both x and y , or both y and z (Eq. (3)), which negligibly
affects the rank and the smoothing results (Figure 13(a)).
Experimentally, we followed the above rules to construct
matrices of similar local isotropic structures for planar and
curved surfaces in Figure 2, and observed the matrices are
indeed low rank (i.e., a considerable number of negligible
singular values). Figure 4 shows the histograms of singular
values of two reshaped matrices from Figure 2, and confirms
the low-rank property.
We then cast the normal estimation problem as a lowrank matrix approximation problem. We attempt to recover
a low-rank matrix Z from Z0 using nuclear norm minimization. We first present some fundamental knowledge about
nuclear norm minimization and then show how we estimate
normals with weighted nuclear norm minimization.
Nuclear norm. The nuclear norm of a matrix is defined
as the sum of the absolute values of its singular values,
shown in Eq. (4).
X
kZk∗ =
|δm |,
(4)
m
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Fig. 4. Histograms of singular values of two reshaped matrices from
Figure 2. Horizontal axis denotes the singular values, and vertical axis
denotes the number of singular values falling into corresponding ranges.

where δm is the m-th singular value of matrix Z. kZk∗
indicates the nuclear norm of Z.
Nuclear norm minimization. Nuclear norm minimization is frequently used to approximate the known matrix,
Z0 , by a low-rank matrix, Z, while minimizing the nuclear
norm of Z. Cai et al. [49] demonstrated that the low-rank
matrix Z can be easily solved by adding a Frobenius-norm
data term.
min αkZk∗ + kZ0 − Zk2F ,
(5)
Z
where α is the weighting parameter. The minimizing matrix
Z is then
(6)
Z = Uψ(S, α)VT ,
where Z0 = USVT denotes the SVD of Z0 and Sm,m is
the m-th diagonal element in S. ψ is the soft-thresholding
function on S and the parameter α, i.e., ψ(Sm,m , α) =
max(0, Sm,m −α). Soft thresholding effectively clamps small
singular values to 0, thus creating a low rank approximation.
Nuclear norm minimization treats and shrinks each singular value equally. However, in general, larger singular
values should be shrunk less to better approximate the
known matrix and preserve the major components. The
weighted nuclear norm minimization solves this issue [3].
Weighted nuclear norm minimization. The weighted
nuclear norm of a matrix Z is
X
kZk∗,w =
|wm δm |,
(7)
m

where wm is the non-negative weight imposed on the mth singular value and w = {wm }. We can then write the
low-rank matrix approximation problem as

minkZk∗,w + kZ0 − Zk2F
Z

(8)

Suppose the singular values {δm } are sorted in a nonascending order, the corresponding weights {wm } should
be in a non-descending order. Hence, we define the weight
function as a Gaussian function.

wm = βe−(

2δm 2
δ1 )

(9)

β denotes the regularized coefficient which defaults to 1.0.
δ1 is the first singular value after sorting {δm } in a nonincreasing order. We did not use the original weight definition in [3] since it needs noise variance which should
be unknown in normal estimation. Also, we found their
weight determination is not suitable for normal-constructed
matrices. Then we solve Eq. (8) by the generalized soft
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ALGORITHM 1: Weighted nuclear norm minimization
Input: non-local similar structures of each local isotropic
structure
Output: New matrices {Z}
for each local isotropic structure Siiso do
• construct a matrix Z0
• compute the SVD of Z0
• compute the weights via Eq. (9)
• recover Z via Eq. (10)
end

thresholding operation on the singular values with weights
[3].
(10)
Z = Uψ(S, {wm })VT ,
where ψ(Sm,m , wm ) = max(0, Sm,m −wm ). Here ψ changes
to the generalized soft-thresholding function by assigning weights to singular values, and Eq. (10) becomes the
weighted version of Eq. (6).
Notice that the truncated SVD can also solve the lowrank matrix approximation problem. However, we found it
is less effective here for two reasons. First, the truncated
SVD uses a fixed number, K to determine top singular
values. However, the value K is usually shape dependent.
Second, truncated SVD treats each selected singular value
equally. In contrast, our method treats singular values differently to enable adaptivity. Refer to the supplementary
material for a comparison between truncated SVD and our
method.

i

j∈Si

pi and pj are unknown, and ni and nj are computed
by our normal estimation algorithm. Eq. (11) encodes the
sum of distances to the tangent planes defined by the
neighboring points {pj } and the corresponding normals
{nj }, as well as the sum of distances to the tangent planes
defined by {pi } and {ni }. The differences between [10] and
our method are: (1) [10] utilized a least squares form for
alleviating artifacts on the intersection of two sharp edges;
(2) [10] only considered the distance to all the planes defined
by each neighboring point and the point’s corresponding
normal.
We use gradient descent to solve Eq. (11), by assuming
the point pi and its neighboring points {j ∈ Si |pj } in the
previous iteration are known. Here we use ball neighbors
instead of k nearest neighbors to ensure the convergence of
our point update. Therefore, the new position of pi can be
computed by
X
p0i = pi + γi
(pj − pi )(nTj nj + nTi ni ),
(12)
j∈Si

where p0i is the new position. γi is the step size, which is set
1
to 3|S
to ensure the convergence (see Section 5).
i|

Algorithm

P OSITION U PDATE

Besides normal estimation, we also present algorithms to
update point or vertex positions to match the estimated
normals, which is typically necessary before applying other
geometry processing algorithms.
Vertex update for mesh models. We use the algorithm
[8] to update vertices of mesh models, which minimizes the
square of the dot product between the normal and the three
edges of each face.
Point update for point clouds. Compared to the vertex
update for mesh models, updating point cloud positions is

0.015

0.009
0.006
0.003
0

6

Bilateral filter
Our method

0.012

#10-3
Local KNN
Non-local KNN

5

MSAE

Each point may have multiple normals in the recovered
matrices {Z}, as the similar structures often overlap. We
first reshape {Z} to matrices like {M} (each row in each
matrix is a normal), and compute the final normal of each
point by simply averaging the corresponding normals in
{Z} after calling Algorithm 1. To achieve quality normal
estimations, we iterate non-local similar structures searching
(Section 3.1) and the weighted nuclear norm minimization
in Algorithm 1.
Extension to mesh models. Our algorithm can be easily
extended to handle mesh models. One natural way is to take
the vertices/normals of a mesh as points/normals in a point
cloud. However, to achieve desired results, face normals are
frequently used to update vertex positions [8], [14], [15].
Hence, we use the centers of faces and the corresponding
normals as points. Moreover, we use the mesh topology to
compute neighbors in Section 3.1.

4

more difficult due to the absence of topological information.
Furthermore, the local neighborhood information may vary
during this position update. We propose a modification of
the edge recovery algorithm in [10] to update points in a
feature-aware way and minimize
XX
|(pi − pj )nTj |2 + |(pi − pj )nTi |2 .
(11)

MSAE
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Fig. 5. (a) Normal errors of our method and the bilateral filter [12]. (b)
Greater klocal or knon leads to smaller normal errors.

5

M ETHOD A NALYSIS

In this section, we analyze both the normal estimation and
point update steps of our method.
5.1

Analysis of Normal Estimation

Convergence. As is true with previous techniques [8], [14],
[15], we also cannot guarantee the convergence of our
normal estimation method. Figure 5(a) shows the normal
approximation error using the bilateral filter [12] and our
method. Both demonstrate similar behavior where the error
decreases significantly and then increases with the iteration
count. However, this experiment indicates our method is
more accurate. Figure 11 shows the normal estimation results after 1, 5 and 20 iterations.
Rotation-invariant similarity. As discussed in [54], nonlocal rotation-invariant similarity does not preserve sharp
features. Figure 7 shows the comparisons of [54] and
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Fig. 6. (a) PCA normals [19]. (b) Non-local similar local structures of
the local structure denoted by the red point. (c) Non-local similar local
isotropic structures of the local isotropic structure denoted by the red
point. (d) Normal estimation by low-rank minimization on (b). (e) Normal
estimation by low-rank minimization on (c). (f) Normal estimation by our
method. Blue lines indicate point normals.

(b) [54]

(c) Ours

Fig. 7. Comparison with [54].

(a) [55]

(b) Ours

(c) [55]

(d) Ours

Fig. 8. Comparison with PCPNET [55].

(a)

(b)

(a) Average

(b) β = 20

(c) β = 1

(d) Average

(e) β = 20

(f) β = 1

(c)

(e)

(a) Noisy

6

(c)

Fig. 9. Three ways of matrix construction: (a) random permutation, (b)
permute matrix M with the order of x, y and z of one by one normal, (c)
ours: permute matrix M with the order of x of all normals, then y of all
normals and finally z . Blue lines indicate point normals.

Fig. 10. First row: recovered normals of a matrix constructed by similar
local isotropic structures, using the averaging method (i.e., averaging
the normal vectors of similar local isotropic structures) and our method
with different β . Second row: results after performing several normal
estimation iterations on the same input. The mean square angular errors
for (d-f) are (×10−2 ): 3.50, 2.58 and 0.41, respectively.

our method. [54] smooths out sharp features because the
method does not consider the anisotropic and isotropic
issues involved in 3D data. We tested two variants of
our normal estimation method: non-local similarity based
on local structures and non-local similarity based on local
isotropic structures. The similarity metrics are defined by
the Frobenius norm of Eq. (2), using local structures and local isotropic structures, respectively. We have the following
observations from Figure 6: (1) the similar structures from
both variants lie on or close to sharp features area (Figure
6(b,c)); (2) the estimated normals based on local structures
are smooth everywhere and blur the sharp features (Figure
6(d)); (3) the estimated normals based on local isotropic
structures are anisotropic around sharp features but sometimes do not preserve discontinuities/edges well (Figure
6(e)). We suspect this effect in (e) is because the searched
similar structures of a structure owned by an edge point
provide insufficient information to preserve the discontinuities (i.e., sharp edges). As such, we did not choose either of
the two above variants. In comparison, our method can well
preserve sharp features (Figure 7(c) and 6(f)).
Comparison with learning based methods. We compared our method with the learning based technique [54].
Figure 8 exhibits two normal estimation results for [55]
and our method. Our method performs better than [55],
which has difficulty in smoothing regions without features
or preserving sharp features. We also show that our method
outperforms another learning based method [18] (see Section 6.1).
Matrix ordering. We investigated the ordering of the
constructed matrix as well. We found that the ordering of
points significantly influences the minimization result (Figure 9). We suspect this is due to the neighboring information
and three coordinates of each normal in different ordering
matrices, which is more complicated than the regular singlechannel grayscale images. Our ordering scheme does not
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TABLE 1
Comparison of tensor voting and the bilateral scheme. The MSAE
numbers are ×10−3 .
Iterations
Bilateral
Tensor voting

5

10

15

20

25

30

13.452
12.016

8.753
7.855

6.881
6.182

5.712
5.133

4.828
4.340

4.109
3.694

voting might be positive or negative. We use its original
normal to constrain the orientation (i.e., their dot product is
positive). We also compared the representative orientation
computed by tensor voting with the bilateral scheme. For
fair comparisons, we ensure the same weighting functions
and neighbors of each point for both schemes. Table 1 shows
that the tensor voting scheme outperforms the bilateral
scheme. As shown in Figure 12, our normal estimation
technique is more accurate and robust than the bilateral
filter [12] when handling irregularly sampled data.
5.2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 11. (a) PCA normals [19]. (b-d) The normal estimation after 1, 5 and
20 iterations, respectively.

require x, y or z of the involved normals to exactly fill up
an integer number of columns. For example in Eq. (3), after
filling x in some columns, the remaining x only fill up a
part of the next column and y would fill up the remaining
part of the column and fill up other columns in a similar
fashion. We tested our ordering scheme with the arranged
scheme (i.e., each column includes an individual type of
normal coordinates only) and found similar performances
(Figure 13(a)).
β and averaging. We tested the effect of β and compared our low-rank matrix minimization with the simple
averaging method. We found that β is related to the number
of ranks after the generalized soft-thresholding. A smaller
β leads to more ranks retained, which also indicates more
noise is left behind. For instance, the numbers of ranks for
the sphere example in Fig. 10 with β = 1.0 and β = 20.0
are 85 and 1, respectively. We also observed that the number
of ranks is related to capturing changes in the surface: a
greater β captures less surface changes (e.g., Figure 10(b,e)).
We found no relations between averaging and the most lowrank method (i.e., with the largest singular value retained).
The most low-rank method may also recover normals of
a matrix with different directions (Figure 10(a,b)). Figure
10 (d-f) show that our default β is more robust than both
averaging and the most low-rank method.
Representative normal and irregular sampling. The
orientation of the representative normal computed by tensor

(a) Input

(b) [12]

(c) Ours

Fig. 12. Normal estimation for irregularly sampled data. (a) The points on
the right side are significantly denser than the points on top. (b) and (c)
are shown in a different view from (a). Blue lines indicate point normals.
The mean square angular error (MSAE, in radians) of (b) and (c) are
1.87 × 10−3 and 3.90 × 10−4 , respectively.

7

Analysis of Point Update

Convergence. Lemma: The proposed point update algorithm is
convergent.
Proof. The point update
P P is convergent in the sense that the
total energy E = i j∈Si |(pi − pj )nTj |22 + |(pi − pj )nTi |22
decreases in each iteration. Assuming we use ball neighbors,
we obtain
(13)
E = PQPT ,
where P is a 1 × 3|i| vector concatenated with all point
positions and |i| is the number of points. Q is a 3|i| × 3|i|
matrix which consists of |i| × |i| blocks
P (3 × 3). We use Qi,j
to denote the (i, j) blocks: Qi,i = 2 j (nTi ni + nTj nj ) and
Qi,j = Qj,i = −2(nTi ni + nTj nj ).
From Eq. (12), we can compute the new positions P0 =
P(I − OG). I is the identity matrix, O = 21 Q and G is
a diagonal block matrix with each 3 × 3 diagonal block as
Gi,i = γi I . Based on P0 , we have E 0 = P0 QP0T = P(Q −
QGO − OGQ + OGQGO)PT . Thus, we obtain

E −E 0 = PQPT −P(Q−QGO−OGQ+OGQGO)PT
= 2POG(2G−1 − O)GOPT
(14)
To demonstrate the convergence of the point update, E −
E 0 should be non-negative. O and G are both symmetric
positive semidefinite matrices, and we should prove 2G−1 −
O is a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix.
Obviously, 2G−1 −O is a symmetric matrix. 2G−1 −O is
a positive semidefinite matrix in the sense that its eigenvalues are non-negative. We denote λ as one of its eigenvalues,
and X the corresponding eigenvector. Without loss of generality, we assume |xl | (i.e., |xl | ≥ |xk |) is the greatest in X.
λ can be computed by
P
0
k (2gl,k − ol,k )xk
λ=
xl
X
X
xk
0 xk
=
2gl,k
−
ol,k
(15)
xl
xl
k
k
X
xk
0
= 2gl,l
−
ol,k
xl
k
0
0
where gl,l
= γ1l and gl,k
= 0 are the elements of G−1 .
We can easily demonstrate that the sum of the absolute
values of
each row in nTi ni or nTj nj is equal or less
√
P
xk
0
than 1+2 3 . Since gl,l
= γ1l = 3|Sl | and
k ol,k xl ≤
√
P
P
|xk |
|o | ≤ 2(1 + 3)|Sl |, we obtain
k |ol,k | |xl | ≤
√k l,k
0
λ ≥ 2gl,l − 2(1 + 3)|Sl | ≥ 0. Consequently, 2G−1 − O
is a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix and E − E 0 ≥ 0.
Figure 13 (b) shows one example of the decreasing energy
of Eq. (11).
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Neighbor information. While the neighboring information for point updating should be recomputed in each
iteration, doing so can lead to artifacts. As illustrated in
Figure 15(a), our point update method enhances edges
by automatically driving neighboring points to edges but
also leads to obvious gaps near edges. This effect happens
because the optimization will drive points to sharp edges.
Points further away from these features will only have
neighbors in that region, and points at sharp edges only
have neighbors at sharp edges. As a result, points at sharp
edges will stay at sharp edges and points further away
from these features will stay further away leading to gaps
near sharp edges. Furthermore, the upsampling application
could fail when the number of points is low (Figure 15(b)).
To alleviate this issue, we simply keep the neighboring
information unchanged in all iterations, which has the sideeffect of reducing the computation in each iteration. Figure
15 shows a comparison. Though we cannot guarantee that
our point update method preserves the volume of the shape,
we found insignificant volume changes in our experiments.
Comparison of other update methods. We compared
two other point update methods with our algorithm. One
method constrains the movement of a point to be along
its normal direction. That is, the update equation is adjusted by removing nTj nj in Eq. (12). The other update
method adopts local isotropic neighbors from local isotropic
structures (Section 3) in Eq. (12). However, we found both
methods incapable of automatically forming sharp edges:
the volume shrinks significantly and points fly away from
sharp edges (Figure 14 (a,b)). This effect happens because
neither method takes anisotropic neighbors into account,
thus leading to no constraints around sharp edges. On the
contrary, our point update algorithm can automatically form
the sharp edges (Figure 14(c)).
3.5
3

#10-3
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. (a) Point update by moving only along the current normal
direction (removing nT
j nj in Eq. (12)). (b) Point update by using local
isotropic neighbors (Section 3) in Eq. (12). (c) Our method (Eq. (12)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 15. Comparison of with and without updating neighboring information in each iteration. (a) Position update with updating neighboring information. (b) The upsampling of (a). (c) Position update without updating
neighboring information. (d) The upsampling of (c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 16. (a) and (b): two overly-sharpened results (more unique colors
around the upper corner) by fixing θth . (c) the smeared result (smoothly
init . (d)
changed colors around the lower corner) by using a greater θth
init . Zoom in to clearly observe the
The result by using a smaller θth
differences.

0.07

0.08

1.5
1

0.06

200

MSAE

2

100

[19]
[17]
[12]
[18]
Our

0.06
0.05

MSAE

300

Total Energy

MSAE

(d)

400

Our
Arranged

2.5

0.04

[19]
[17]
[12]
[18]
Our

0.04
0.03
0.02

0.02

0.01

0.5
0

(c)

0

0

1.0%

2.0%

3.0%

0

Noise Level

200

400

600

800

1.0%

3.0%

0

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

Noise Level

Noise Level

1000

Number of Iterations

(a)

2.0%

(a) Cube

(b) Dodecahedron

(b)

Fig. 13. (a) Performance comparison of the coordinates unseparated
ordering scheme and our ordering scheme. (b) The changes of the
engergy defined in Eq. (11) with increasing iterations.

Fig. 17. Normal errors (mean square angular error in radians) of the
Cube and Dodecahedron point sets corrupted with different levels of
noise (proportional to the diagonal length of the bounding box).

TABLE 2
Normal errors (mean square angular error in radians) of two scanned
models. Dod vir is a virtual scan of a noise-free model as opposed to
Figure 21, which is corrupted with synthetic noise.

0

(a) [19]
Methods

[19]

[17]

[12]

[18]

Ours

Dod vir
Fig. 24

0.0150
0.0118

0.0465
0.1274

0.0054
0.0060

0.0553
0.1208

0.0023
0.0036

(b) [17]

(c) [12]

0.1

0.2

(d) [18]

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

(e) Ours

0.1
0.083
0.067
0.05
0.034
0.017
0

(f)

Fig. 18. Position accuracies for Fig. 20. The root mean square errors
are (×10−2 ): (a) 8.83, (b) 9.05, (c) 5.14, (d) 9.64, (e) 3.22. The rmse
of the corresponding surface reconstructions are (×10−2 ): 7.73, 6.45,
3.28, 7.71 and 2.41, respectively. (f) is the error bar for here and 19.
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(a) [19]

(b) [17]

(c) [12]

(d) [18]

(e) Ours

Fig. 19. Position accuracies for Fig. 24. The root mean square errors
are (×10−3 ): (a) 8.59, (b) 6.84, (c) 6.80, (d) 6.82, (e) 6.57. The rmse
of the corresponding surface reconstructions are (×10−3 ): 8.60, 6.75,
6.68, 6.74 and 6.40, respectively.

6

A PPLICATIONS AND E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate some geometry processing
applications that benefit from our approach directly or indirectly including mesh denoising, point cloud filtering, point
cloud upsampling, surface reconstruction, and geometric
texture removal. Moreover, we also compared state of the art
methods with our approach in each application. We utilize
freely available source code for each comparable method or
obtained implementations from the original authors.
Parameter setting. As with image denoising [3], we set a
“window” size (i.e., non-local searching range) for similar
structures searching, which provides a trade-off between
accuracy and speed. The main parameters of our normal
estimation method are the local neighborhood size klocal ,
the angle threshold θth , the non-local searching range knon ,
and the maximum iterations for normal estimation nnor . For
the position update procedure, our parameters are the local
neighborhood size klocal or 1-ring neighbors (mesh models)
and the number of iterations for the position update npos .
To more accurately find similar local isotropic structures,
we set one initial value and one lower bound to θth , namely
init
low
init
low
θth
and θth
. We reduce the start value θth
towards θth
at a rate of 1.1n in the n-th iteration. We show the tests of
our parameters in Figure 5 and 16. In general, normal errors
decrease with an increasing number of normal estimation
iterations, but excessive iterations can cause normal errors to
increase (Figure 5(a)). The estimated normals of models with
sharp features are more accurate with the increasing local
neighborhood klocal or non-local search range knon (Figure
5(b)). Fixed θth are likely to inaccurately locate similar local
isotropic structures and further generate erroneous normal
init
estimations (Figure 16(a-b)). Larger start values of θth
smear geometric features (Figure 16(c)).
Based on our parameter tests and observations, for
point clouds we empirically set: klocal = 60, knon = 150,
init
low
= 15.0 for models with sharp
θth
= 30.0, and θth
low
init
= 8.0 for models with
features, but set θth = 20.0 and θth
low dihedral angle features. For mesh models, we replace
the local neighborhood with the 2-ring of neighboring faces.
We use 2 to 10 iterations for normal estimation and 5 to 30
iterations for the position update.
To make fair comparisons, we used the same local neighborhood for all methods and tune the remaining parameters
of the other methods to achieve the best visual results.
Specifically, to tune one parameter, we fixed the other parameters and searched based on the suggested range and the
meaning of parameters in the original papers. We observed
that the other methods often take more iterations in normal
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smoothing than ours. The methods [17], [18] have multiple
solutions, and we took the best results for comparison. For
the position update, we used the same parameters for the
compared normal estimation methods for each model.
Accuracy. Since we used the pre-filter [56] for meshes
with large noise, there exist few flipped normals in the
results so that different methods have limited difference in
normal accuracy. However, the visual differences are easy to
observe. Therefore, we compared the accuracy of normals
and positions over point cloud shapes. Note that state of
the art methods compute normals on edges differently: the
normals on edges are either sideling (e.g., [18], [19]) or
perpendicular to one of the intersected tangent planes (e.g.,
[12] and our method). The latter is more suitable for featureaware position update. For fair comparisons, we have two
ground truth models for each point cloud: the original
ground truth for [18], [19] and the other ground truth for
[12] and our method. The latter ground truth is generated by
adapting normals on edges to be perpendicular to one of the
intersected tangent planes. The ground truth model, which
has the smaller mean square angular error (MSAE) [56]
among the two kinds of ground truth models, is selected as
the ground truth for [17]. Figure 17 shows the normal errors
of different levels of noise on the cube and dodecahedron
models. We also compared our method with state of the
art techniques in Table 2. The ground truth for the Dod vir
model (Table 2) for [18], [19] is achieved by averaging the
neighboring face normals in the noise-free model. The other
kind of ground truth for [12] and our method is produced by
further adapting normals on edges to one of the intersected
tangent planes. We compute ground truth for Figure 24 and
17 in a similar way. The normal error results demonstrate
that our approach outperforms the state of the art methods.
We speculate that this performance is due to the use of nonlocal similar structures as opposed to only local information.
In addition, we compared the position errors of different
techniques, see Figure 18 and 19. The position error is
measured using the average distance between points of the
ground truth and their closest points of the reconstructed
point set [11]. For visualization purpose, we rendered the
colors of position errors on the upsampling results. The
root mean square error (RMSE) of both the upsampling
and reconstruction results show that our approach is more
accurate than state of the art methods.
6.1

Point Cloud Filtering

We compare our normal estimation method with several
state of the art normal estimation techniques. We then perform the same number of iterations of our position update
algorithm with the estimated normals of all methods.
Figure 20 and 21 show two point cloud models corrupted
with heavy, synthetic noise. The results demonstrate that
our method performs better than the state of the art approaches in terms of sharp feature preservation and nonfeature smoothness. Figure 22, 23, 24, and 25 show the
methods applied to a variety of real scanned point cloud
models. Our approach outperforms other methods in terms
of the quality of the estimated normals. We demonstrate
our technique on point clouds with more complicated features. Figure 28 shows that our method produces slightly
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(a) [19]

(b) [17]

(c) [12]

10

(d) [18]

(e) Ours

Fig. 20. The first row: normal results of the Cube point cloud (synthetic noise: 3.0% of the diagonal length of the bounding box). The second row:
upsampling results of the filtered results by updating position with the normals in the first row. The third row: the corresponding surface reconstruction
results.

(a) [19]

(b) [17]

(c) [12]

(d) [18]

(e) Ours

Fig. 21. The first row: normal results of the Dodecahedron point cloud (synthetic noise: 2.0% of the diagonal length of the bounding box). The
second row: upsampling results of the filtered results by updating position with the normals in the first row. The third row: the corresponding surface
reconstruction results.
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(a) [19]

(b) [17]

(c) [12]

11

(d) [18]

(e) Ours

Fig. 22. The first row: normal results of the scanned Car point cloud. The second row: upsampling results of the filtered results by updating position
with the normals in the first row. The third row: the corresponding surface reconstruction. Comparing with other methods, [12] and our method are
better in sharp edges preservation and hereby generate more sharpened results.

(a) [19]

(b) [17]

(c) [12]

(d) [18]

(e) Ours

Fig. 23. The first row: normal results of the scanned House point cloud. The second row: upsampling results of the filtered results by updating
position with the normals in the first row. The third row: the corresponding surface reconstruction results.
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(a) [19]

(b) [17]

(c) [12]

12

(d) [18]

(e) Ours

Fig. 24. The first row: normal results of the scanned Iron point cloud. The second row: upsampling results of the filtered results by updating position
with the normals in the first row. The third row: the corresponding surface reconstruction results.

(a) [19]

(b) [17]

(c) [12]

(d) [18]

(e) Ours

Fig. 25. The first row: normal results of the scanned Toy point cloud. The second row: upsampling results of the filtered results by updating position
with the normals in the first row. The third row: the corresponding surface reconstruction results.
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(a) Noisy input

(b) [8]

(c) [14] (local)

(d) [14] (global)
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(e) [15]

(f) Ours

Fig. 26. Denoised results of the Bunny (synthetic noise: 0.2 of the average edge length), the scanned Pyramid and Wilhelm.

(a) [24]

(b) RIMLS over
(a)

(c) [57]

(d) RIMLS over
(c)

Fig. 27. Upsampling and reconstruction results over [24], [57]. The input
is the same as Figure 21.
(a) [12]

lower normal errors than [12]. Figure 28 (f) and (g) show
our method with different parameters, which leads to a
less/more sharpened version of the input. We also show
some results using [24], [57], which do not preserve sharp
features (Figure 27). Besides, we show some filtering results
by [58] which can preserve sharp features to some extent,
with introducing obvious outliers on surfaces (Figure 29).
Our method can even successfully handle a larger noise
(Figure 20 and 21), which we found is difficult for [58].
6.2

Point Cloud Upsampling

As described in Section 6.1, the point cloud filtering also
consists of a two-step procedure: normal estimation and
point update. However, unlike mesh shapes, point cloud
models often need to be resampled to enhance point density
after filtering operations have been applied.
We apply the edge-aware point set resampling technique
[12] to all the results after point cloud filtering and contrast

(e) [12]

(b) Ours

(f) Ours

(c) [12]

(d) Ours

(g) Ours

Fig. 28. Normal estimation results on David (a,b), a female statue (c,d)
and monkeys (e,f,g). The mean square angular errors of (a-g) are
respectively (×10−2 ): 10.684, 10.636, 9.534, 9.423, 5.004, 4.853 and
4.893. (b,d,f) used smaller knon and klocal , and (g) used the default
knon and klocal .

the different upsampling results. For fair comparisons, we
upsample the filtered point clouds of each model to reach
a similar number of points. Figure 20 to 25 display various
upsampling results on state of the art normal estimation
methods and different point cloud models. The figures show
that the upsampling results on our filtered point clouds are
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(a) [58]

(b) [58]

Fig. 29. Filtering results by [58]. The input noise is 0.15% for (a) and
0.1% for (b). Red circles indicate outliers.

substantially better than those filtered by other methods in
preserving sharp features. Bilateral normal smoothing [12]
usually produces good results, but this method sometimes
blur edges with low dihedral angles.

[60]. Consistent with Figure 26, the corresponding blownup windows of these three methods are shown in Figure
30.
When the noise level is high, many of these methods
produce flipped face normals. For the Bunny model (Figure
26), which involves frequent flipped triangles, we utilize
the technique in [56] to estimate a starting mesh from the
original noisy mesh input for all involved methods. The
comparison results show that our method outperforms the
selected state of the art mesh denoising methods in terms
of sharp feature preservation. Similar to the above analysis,
this is because that other methods are mostly local techniques while our method takes into account the information
of similar structures (i.e., more useful information). Specifically, [8], [14], [15], [59], [60] are local methods ( [15] and the
global mode of [14] are still based on local information). [54]
does not take sharp features information into account and
thus cannot preserve sharp features well.
6.5

(a) [54] (b) [59] (c) [60]

(g) [54]

(d) [54]

(h) [59]

(e) [59]

(f) [60]

(i) [60]

Fig. 30. Mesh denoising results of [54], [59], [60]. Only close-up views
are shown to highlight the differences.

6.3

Surface Reconstruction

One common application for point cloud models is to reconstruct surfaces from the upsampled point clouds in Section
6.2 before use in other applications. Here, we select the
edge-aware surface reconstruction technique–RIMLS [13].
For fair comparisons, we use the same parameters for all
the upsampled point clouds of each model.
Figure 20 to 25 show a variety of surface reconstruction
results on different point cloud models. The comparison
results demonstrate that the RIMLS technique over our
method produces the best surface reconstruction results, in
terms of sharp feature preservation.
6.4

Geometric Texture Removal

We also successfully applied our method to geometric detexturing, the task of which is to remove features of different
scales [16]. Our normal estimation algorithm is featureaware in the above applications because each matrix consists only of similar local isotropic structures. On the other
hand, by larger values of θth , the constructed matrix can
include local anisotropic structures and the low rank matrix
approximation result becomes smoother, thus smoothing
anisotropic surfaces to isotropic surfaces.
Figure 31 shows comparisons of different methods
that demonstrate that our method outperforms other approaches. Note that [16] is specifically designed for geometric texture removal. However, that method cannot preserve
sharp edges well. Figure 32 shows the results of removing
different scales of geometric features on a mesh. We produced Figure 32 (d) by applying the pre-filtering technique
[56] in advance, since the vertex update algorithm [14] could
generate frequent flipped triangles when dealing with such
large and steep geometric features. As an alternative, our
normal estimation method can be combined with the vertex
update in [16] to handle such challenging mesh models.
Figure 33 shows the geometric texture removal on two
different point clouds, which are particularly challenging
due to a lack of topology.
TABLE 3
Timing statistics for different normal estimation techniques over point
clouds (in seconds).

Methods
Fig. 20
#6146
Fig. 24
#100k
Fig. 23
#127k

Mesh Denoising

Many state of the art mesh denoising methods involve
a two-step procedure which first estimates normals and
then updates vertex positions. We selected several of these
methods [8], [14], [15] for comparisons in Figure 26. Note
that [14] provides both a local and global solution, and
we provide comparisons for both. We also compared our
method with other mesh denoising techniques [54], [59],

14

6.6

[19]

[17]

[12]

[18]

Ours
SVD

Ours
RSVD

0.57

141.5

0.48

8

95.6

65.1

18.7

2204

17.2

115

3147

2458

10.8

3769

12.5

141

3874

2856

Timings

Table 3 summarizes the timings of different normal estimation methods on several point clouds. While our method
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(a) Input

(b) Laplacian

(c) [14] (local)

(d) [61]

15

(e) [16]

(f) Ours

Fig. 31. Geometric texture removal results of the Bunny and Cube. Please refer to the zoomed rectangular windows.

to re-distribute points after our position update through a
“repulsion force” from each point to its neighbors. We could
potentially accomplish this effect by adding this repulsion
force directly to Eq. (11).
(a) Input

(b) Small texture (c) Medium tex- (d) Large texture
removal
ture removal
removal

Fig. 32. Different scales of geometric texture removal results of the
Circular model.

(a) Input

(b) Ours

(c) Input

(d) Ours

Fig. 33. Geometric texture removal results of the Turtle point cloud and
embossed point cloud. We render point set surfaces of each point cloud
for visualization.

produces high quality output, the algorithm takes a long
time to run due to the svd operation for each normal estimation. Therefore, our method is more suitable for offline
geometry processing. However, it is possible to accelerate
our method using specific svd decomposition algorithms,
such as the randomized svd (RSVD) decomposition algorithm [62] as shown in Table 3. In addition, many parts of
the algorithm could benefit from parallelization.

7

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an approach consisting
of two steps: normal estimation and position update. Our
method can handle both mesh shapes and point cloud
models. We also show various geometry processing applications that benefit from our approach directly or indirectly.
The extensive experiments demonstrate that our method
performs substantially better than state of the art techniques,
in terms of both visual quality and accuracy.
While our method works well, speed is an issue if online
processing speeds are required. In addition, though we
mitigate issues associated with the point distribution in the
position update procedure (i.e., gaps near edges), the point
distribution could still be improved. One way to do so is
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